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Accurate shot placement is a fundamental requirement for success 
when shooting airguns in the field or on the competition range. 
While plinkers used to be happy with ‘general-purpose pellets’, 

the emergence of new silhouette sports – like Field Target and Hunter 
Field Target – over the past 30 years has helped develop the diabolo 
to a level almost on a par with match-style wadcutters. In both the 
competition and hunting arenas, Bisley’s Long Range Gold – or LRG as it’s 
known – has forged a great reputation for itself, so it’s the subject of my 
detailed performance analysis this month, in the small calibre favoured by 
competition shooters and long-range hunters.

Accuracy in manufacture usually translates to accuracy on the range, 
subject to barrel compatibility, of course. Bisley supplies its LRG lead pellets 
in secure, screw-top tins of 500, in which they appear clean, shiny and 
swarf-free, with absolutely no lead ‘flakes’ in the bottom whatsoever. 
Close examination showed up just one slightly damaged pellet among 
the 501 pellets in the nominal 500 tin – the LRGs are very accurately 
manufactured, for sure.

The LRG’s profile is akin to a Webley AccuPell, with a domed head and a 
flat diaphragm inside (some way up) the skirt. The overall appearance is a 
smooth-sided, brightly polished pellet, which comes pre-lubricated. 

The LRG is light for its calibre – stated as 7.6 grains in .177, a tad 
under the actual average of my random sample of 50, though consistency 
was excellent, with 96 per cent within +/- 0.1 grains of the median. 
Being lighter by design, LRGs will return higher power readouts in spring-
powered rifles, though I chose a BSA Scorpion for testing as I wanted to 
assess their long-range capability, and a PCP is best for that.

TESTING CONDITIONS
Wind-wise, the test day was relatively still, with just a light 
breeze over my right shoulder and the odd, stronger gust. 
Unfortunately, the breeze increased as the afternoon wore on, 
making a bit of a difference between the wind effect from the 
closer groups shot earlier, to the later 50-yarders.

DOWNRANGE ACCURACY
From the outset, I had a good feeling about these pellets. 
From the Beeza’s 10-shot magazine, they felt like they fed into 
the breech smoothly. The reason why the group sizes appear 
roughly the same at all ranges is because the test rifle was 
actually new and I realised with hindsight that I should have 
‘leaded in’ its BSA barrel. Normally I’d have reshot the 25- and 
35-yard targets, but the weather had closed in by the time my 
50-yard tests were complete. I’d expect the closer groups to 
now be better – but despite the best efforts of Mother Nature 
to upset the long-range element of the test, you can see by 
the 50-yard group shown opposite just how well LRGs fly 
at distance! Planting every pellet of a 10-shot group within 
touching distance of each other – in an increasing wind – is 
impressive and a good indication that this is a very accurate 
pellet indeed. 

Looking at the velocities recorded by my downrange chrono, 
the LRG stands up very well, with only 80fps lost over the first 
25 yards, indicating an above-average aerodynamic efficiency.
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AMMO TEST: BISLEY LRG .177
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FALLOFF
Retained velocity is what affects the shape of a particular pellet’s arc of flight – and the 35-yard 
zero was lifted and moved left due to the wind coming from 4 o’clock, over my right shoulder. 
The first shot of the group can be seen grazing the red circle; the remaining shots were fired in an 
increasing wind situation, so this ‘wind elevation’ has artificially reduced the difference between 
the natural zero POI at 35 yards and the POI at 25 yards. The 25-yard group was shot first and is 
a true representation of the trajectory, being 14mm above zero – and you’ll have to ignore the 
actual holes of the 35-yard group from a positional point of view; the rifle was zeroed bang on 
the centre of the red circle before the test… and before that wind blew up!

Examining the chrono data, the LRG proved a very consistent pellet through the BSA Scorpion, 
with a spread of just 6fps over a 26-shot string, mid-charge! From a starting average velocity of 
771fps, the recorded residual average velocity of 573fps at 50 yards shows just how ‘slippery’ 
the LRGs are through the air – that’s effectively a retained velocity of nearly 75 per cent!

VERDICT
Looking at the groups and chrono stats, you can see why Bisley’s Long Range Gold has gained 
such a loyal following among the club-shooting fraternity – and the changing conditions of 
the test day make me think I haven’t done the pellet the justice it deserves. However, the 50-
yard group is much more like a true representation of what the .177 LRG is capable of and 
I’m in no doubt they’d live up to their name and give a truly gold-edged performance over the 
entire gamut of airgun ranges.  ●

WEIGHT CONSISTENCY – BISLEY LONG RANGE GOLD .177
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Right: Accuracy and trajectory 
from a 35-yard zero, wind 

increasing from over the right 
shoulder. Note that this wind 

‘lifted’ the shots when this 35-yard 
card was recorded to give a ‘false’ 

indication of a ‘zero’ which was, 
in fact, dead centre of the red dot 

before the testing commenced.

Below left: Simon 
chose the BSA 
Scorpion to assess 
the LRG‘s long-range 
capability

DOWNRANGE PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
Bisley Long Range Gold .177

Performance at… mUZZLe 25YDS 35YDS 50YDS

average velocity 771fps 660fps 639fps 573fps

average power 10.17ft/lb 7.44ft/lb 6.99ft/lb 5.62ft/lb

energy retained 100% 73.16% 68.73% 55.26%

rise/fall from zero N/A +14mm 0 (zero) -42mm

SPECIFICATIONS 
PeLLet: Bisley Long Range Gold .177

DiStribUtor: John Rothery 
Wholesale ● www.bisley-uk.com

tYPe: Domed diabolo, pre-lubricated

caLibre teSteD: .177 (4.52mm)

average weight: 7.7 grains (test tin)

USeS: Silhouette competitions and 
hunting, excellent for springers

SUPPLieD: Tins of 500

SrP: £9.99 per tin
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